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Abstract: John Kerry's 1971 speech before the U.S. Senate
Committee on Foreign Relations and the Nixon administration's
response reveal the heated debate over the appropriateness of
veterans protesting a war in which they served. Kerry and the
Vietnam Veterans Against the War sought personal and community
redemption in calling for an end to the war in Vietnam. The Nixon
administration ultimately challenged their patriotic commitments,
foreshadowing the more contemporary debate over anti‐war
protests.
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When the Swift Boat Veterans for Truth aired their political attacks against
Senator John F. Kerry (D‐MA) in the summer of 2004, they not only challenged the
veracity of the presidential candidate's war record and his allegations of U.S. atrocities
during the Vietnam War, but they did so as eyewitnesses to history. During the group's
527 advertisement entitled, "Any Questions?," Vietnam veterans Al French and Bob
Elder both exclaimed, "I served with John Kerry," while Lewis Letson charged, "I know
John Kerry is lying about his first Purple Heart because I treated him for that injury."1
The testimony's force relies on claims of first‐hand knowledge regarding Kerry's Vietnam
experiences, exhibiting the contested eyewitness accounts of those with boots on the
ground in one of the most controversial wars in U.S. history.2
Of course, the contestations over the memories of the Vietnam War merely
reflect its turbulence in real time. Veterans returning from the war embodied the
discord over the U.S. involvement in the Southeast Asian conflict, as evidenced by the
formation of one prominent anti‐war group in the late 1960s—Vietnam Veterans
Against the War (VVAW)—an "organization [that] would put Richard Nixon into a panic,
provoke FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover into breaking the law in order to destroy it . . . and
bring to prominence at least one leader of national stature, John Kerry."3 For many
returning soldiers, the decision to denounce the war represented a "search for
redemption"—"a struggle to find meaning...in the human experience" and to "narrow
the gap between the ideals and the reality of American society."4 Yet for the Nixon
administration, VVAW's actions challenged the veterans' loyalty to the nation, which
raised questions about the veterans' patriotism as U.S. citizens. According to a planning
document from the White House Special Files, the VVAW "urged everybody" at a UCLA
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rally on April 3, 1971, to "sign the 'People's Peace Treaty,' which is the Hanoi version of a
peace settlement for Vietnam." The unknown author of the Nixon administration
document concluded, "It's not too difficult to figure whose side this group is on."5 Such
evaluations of the v eterans' war experiences and anti‐war views were ultimately
framed as concerns over their authenticity. As Charles W. Colson, Special Council to the
President (Nixon) suggested, there are "a number of articles published which question
the authenticity of the [VVAW] veterans."6
The issue of Kerry's authenticity and the authenticity of the anti‐war veterans
loomed large not only in 2004 but also in the early 1970s, reflecting the cultural
preoccupation with questions of authenticity by countercultural groups like the New
Left. As Doug Rossinow explains, the New Left's "quest for authenticity" meant
"[o]vercoming alienation," necessitating the discovery of a "common human identity...
[and] joining in collective action." Many anti‐war protesters were inspired by the notion
that citizens had to take "personal, individual responsibility for one's government's
actions."7 Such sentiments revealed the tensions surrounding notions of authenticity in
the 1960s, which was at once centered in notions of individualism and "self‐fulfillment,"
yet simultaneously concerned with collectivism and the "duties of citizenship" in
support of the nation's goals.8 The preoccupation over image‐politics and the
genuineness of that image also attracted considerable attention during the rise of
television, which further complicated perceptions of authenticity.9
It is within the cultural struggle over questions of political authenticity that John
F. Kerry's anti‐Vietnam War speech and the Nixon administration's response to the
VVAW is situated. As eyewitnesses to history, the veteran soldiers of the VVAW,
including its most visible spokesman, John F. Kerry, garnered increased levels of
credibility that attracted presidential, congressional, and public praise and scrutiny.
VVAW's arguments, as expressed by Kerry, exhibited tenets of authenticity that
empowered the individual as an agent of change; veteran soldiers, thus, worked to
expose the "truth" about Vietnam in order to save fellow soldiers from harm and to
recapture the morality of the nation. In response to the VVAW's and Kerry's calls to end
the Vietnam War, the Nixon administration worked to infiltrate the organization, disrupt
its political power, and ultimately, to challenge the authenticity of the protesters' public
image. Exhibiting an authenticity that privileged the ideals of the country over the
individual grievances of the disgruntled soldiers, the Nixon administration questioned
the soldiers' war records, their veterans' status, and Kerry's political motives in addition
to challenging their patriotism. In the end, the case study demonstrates that within this
wartime context, a rhetoric of political authenticity exhibited commitments to a moral
search for personal and community redemption in response to individual and cultural
trauma of those veterans who fought in Vietnam War and returned to protest it. Yet,
ultimately, the patriotic expectations of the Nixon administration overwhelmed notions
of personal and national "truths," leading to a focus on the inauthenticity of those
questioning the morality and legality of the nation. This historical debate, then, helps to
explain why, even some thirty years later, concerns over John Kerry's authenticity as a
loyal American and trusted leader still haunted him during the 2004 presidential
campaign. Before turning to the examination of Kerry's 1971 speech to the U.S. Senate
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Committee on Foreign Relations and the Nixon administration's response to the VVAW
protests, the essay will explore the historical and contemporary debate over matters of
authenticity.
Defining Authenticity
Conceptions of authenticity are often grounded in questions of morality, truth,
individualism, and culture. Although Plato exhibited concerns over discerning the
"genuine" from the "fake,"10 Charles Taylor situates authenticity's "starting point in the
eighteenth‐century notion that human beings are endowed with a moral sense, an
intuitive feeling for what is right and wrong."11 Many of the earliest theories of
authenticity were linked to the individual, yet, changes in the concept began to emerge
during the late nineteenth and early twentieth century in the post‐Industrial Age. As
Hanno Hardt maintains, anxieties about authenticity derived from the psychological and
social problems associated with nineteenth‐century industrialization.12 Miles Orvell
references the gradual and overlapping shift between a nineteenth century "culture of
imitation" and a twentieth century "culture of authenticity."13 Within the twentieth‐
century, many theorists moved toward a more psychological‐social understanding of
authenticity. Marshall Berman, for example, discusses Rousseau's philosophical
assumptions that "the personal needs and the aspirations of the individual man could
not be fulfilled except through political activity and involvement."14
The interplay between the cultural and individual understanding of authenticity
is reflected in the social and political turbulence of the 1950s and 1960s. Berman calls
"the problem of authenticity" one of "the most politically explosive of human impulses"
in contemporary U.S. culture. The mission, as defined by the New Left of this period,
involved an "intense concern with being oneself."15 Rossinow locates the contemporary
search for authenticity in the "heart of the new left."16 Anxieties about authenticity are
vividly expressed in one of the more notable manifestos of the New Left—"The Port
Huron Statement," penned by the Students for Democratic Society (SDS) in 1962.
According to the SDS:
The goal of man and society should be human independence: a concern not with
image of popularity but with finding a meaning in life that is personally
authentic....This kind of independence does not mean egotistic individualism….
Human relationships should involve fraternity and honesty….human
brotherhood must be willed…as a condition of future survival and as the most
appropriate form of social relations.17
Of course, inherent in the SDS philosophy was the notion that personal authenticity is
integrally connected to civic participation. Debates over authenticity in politically
contentious contexts like the 1960s, often divided those seeking political change (e.g.,
New Left) against those promoting more traditional conceptions of U.S. nationalism.18
As Corey Alton contends, "the search for authenticity is commonly pitted against
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traditional moral orders."19 Viewing questions of authenticity in political terms, Taylor
concludes that "the knockers of authenticity are frequently on the right."20
The intensifying power of television in the 1950s and 1960s exacerbated
questions over the genuine, raising uncertainties over what constituted "the real,"
particularly in U.S. politics. In his famed 1961 book, The Image, Daniel J. Boorstin
identified what he viewed as the "most important question in our lives: namely, what
we believe to be real."21 David Greenberg claimed that many saw the "rise of the image"
as a threat to "democratic politics," which represented a "crisis of authenticity: a fear
that society would lose touch with real feelings, the honest pursuit of needs and wants,
genuine connections with others…that made human experience authentic."22 An
individual and cultural search for "truth" became a preoccupation for the New Left; as
Greenberg contends, the "radical search for truth became the vehicle for rediscovering
the authentic."23 Such controversies over authenticity circulated throughout the
Vietnam War.
Within this essay, three different yet overlapping conceptions of political
authenticity are evident. To begin with, political authenticity represents a "symbolic,
mediated, interactional, and highly contested process" involving political actors, their
opponents, and at times, the news media in assessing public policy positions, the role of
U.S. citizens within the nation‐state, and the veracity of a political leader's public image
as entangled in political debates "on the grounds of truth and realism."24
The first conception of political authenticity attends to the authenticity of the
individual. It is vested in the will of the individual and his or her relationship to the
nation as (s)he searches for personal truth, individual redemption, and moral
rejuvenation due to perceptions of individual and cultural alienation. Political
participation becomes the means by which individuals transcend such personal
alienation, working collectively with others to help produce a more authentic nation.
The second notion concerns the authenticity of the nation. Such arguments
position the nation instead of the individual as the locus of power in matters of
authenticity. For the authentic nation, the ideologies (e.g., patriotism) that define the
nation frame the individual's role as citizen. National myths dominate at the expense,
arguably, of notions of competing "truths," which are often politicized as thwarting the
political and moral mission of the country. Patriotism, thus, represents a higher order
value than individualism, especially when involving acts of protest, which are often
viewed as self‐serving, wayward, and even traitorous, potentially jeopardizing national
interests.25
The final notion of political authenticity takes the "image turn" in U.S. politics
and attends to the authenticity of the image, which likewise can involve concerns over
individual and national authenticity. These issues center on the veracity of the political
actor's public image (e.g., John Kerry) and the issues that they espouse (anti‐war
sentiments). In response, political opponents seek to destabilize such political images,
often as a means to discredit their rivals and their political positions. The news media
often enter the authenticity debate by interrogating these competing images of
authenticity on the grounds of truth and realism.
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All three types of political authenticity are exhibited within the debate over the
VVAW, John Kerry's 1971 speech, and the Nixon administration's response. Because
returning veterans were not typical anti‐war protesters, they complicated the public
deliberations over the war, their perceived level of patriotism, and their status as
authentic citizens. Donald A. Ritchie explains the complications: "commentators often
tend to portray those who fought in Vietnam as proponents of the war, and those who
eluded the draft and military service as demonstrators against the war. Yet some of the
most outspoken hawks never served in uniform, while some of the most passionate
doves were Vietnam veterans."26 The veterans of the VVAW, thus, entered the political
fray with an "authority of experience,"27 exploring a sense of individual redemption and
catharsis while aiding, in their minds, the ailing nation in its recovery of idealism by
calling for an end to the contentious war. Ultimately, though, the Nixon administration
challenged the image authenticity of the heroic veterans‐turned‐protesters and instead
questioned their patriotic commitments to the nation during wartime.
Veterans as War Protesters
Authenticity issues, New Left philosophies, the Vietnam policies of the Johnson
and Nixon administrations, and anti‐war protests all collided in the late 1960s. The
VVAW emerged out of a political climate that pitted New Left ideologies concerned with
the authenticity of the individual against more conservative values attuned to the
authenticity of the nation. Individuals were at once encouraged to become civically
engaged as part of their private journey toward self‐awareness. They also, though, were
expected to exhibit a loyalty to the nation that transcended notions of selfishness, even
if that meant going to war on behalf of a country that many knew little about or a cause
that few fully understood. As Jan Barry, one of the founders of the VVAW, explained,
"Most GIs I was with could not have found the place [Vietnam] on a map or,
furthermore, could have cared less. They go where they're sent. They had no idea how
we had come to have a relationship with this country."28
The genesis of the VVAW is rooted in the interactions of six returning Vietnam
veterans in the spring of 1967, approximating the New Left's more visible transition
from a civil rights focus to one challenging the legitimacy of the war. Even though the
ideals of the New Left are visible in the rhetoric of the veteran protesters, the VVAW's
membership was unique, not only because its members served in the Vietnam War, but
also because many of its members came out of working‐class backgrounds and not from
the nation's college campuses, as was the case with many new leftists.29
From the outset, the organization had to address the image obstacles associated
with the more common "baby killer" label attached to returning vets, which derived
from allegations of U.S. war atrocities committed against civilians in Southeast Asia.
Many of the organization's activities were designed to raise awareness over what the
VVAW considered U.S. war crimes. Operation RAW (Rapid American Withdraw)—the
organization's first major protest—involved guerilla theater (an enactment of warlike
theatrics designed to raise awareness). The protest involved a four day walk from
Morristown, New Jersey to Valley Forge, Pennsylvania in September of 1970 as a re‐
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enactment of a march that George Washington made between the two battlefields
during the Revolutionary War. Over 150 veterans participated in the mock search and
destroy missions along the way. At the conclusion of the march, veterans and veteran
supporters rose to speak, including Donald Sutherland, Jane Fonda, and John F. Kerry.30
Operation RAW represented Kerry's initial public association with the VVAW. Reflecting
on the march, Kerry accentuated the authenticity of the activities: "'I thought there was
an authenticity and a level of pain and hurt and anger that was powerful.'"31 In the end,
Kerry thought the VVAW's message, though, needed to reach a broader audience, which
he helped accomplish with his leadership of the anti‐war group.
By the time that Kerry became involved with VVAW, he had served in the Navy
for almost four years (February 1966‐January 1970). Once he completed naval officer
training in Newport, Rhode Island, and his Naval Schools Command and Combat
Information Center training as a Watch Officer in San Francisco, he reported to the USS
Gridley in Long Beach, California, where he served as an Ensign. The USS Gridley left for
the Gulf of Tonkin in Vietnam and Subic Bay in the Philippines in February of 1968 and
returned to Long Beach in June of that same year. Thereafter, Kerry was promoted to
the rank of Lieutenant Junior Grade and entered the swift boat commander training
school in Coronado, California. By December 1968, he was commanding a swift boat in
the Mekong Delta. Because Kerry was wounded three times in combat, though, he
earned the right to go home in April 1969. For his service in Vietnam, Kerry was awarded
three Purple Hearts, a Bronze Star, and a Silver Star—some of which were questioned
during the 2004 presidential election.32
Kerry's profile did not match those of the other VVAW members, which helps
explain his rise to prominence within the VVAW as well as the controversy surrounding
the authenticity of his image. Born on December 11, 1943, to a foreign service agent,
Kerry's family traveled a lot in his younger years, living in such places as St. Briac, Berlin,
and Oslo. Kerry also attended boarding school in Switzerland before entering Yale
University and graduating in June of 1966 with a B.A. in political science.33 As an officer,
Hunt writes that Kerry's "rugged, handsome features and strong communication skills
made him an ideal spokesman" for the VVAW.34 Yet, Kerry's own political ambitions
raised doubt about the authenticity of his image as a VVAW leader. This critique was not
lost on his critics and some other VVAW members who expressed "resentments" over
featuring officers as the public face of the VVAW instead of "enlisted people."35 Kerry
also preferred high profile events to day‐to‐day campaign organizing, which fueled the
bitterness of some peers.36 Resentment over his leadership and his own concerns that
the VVAW was moving closer to strategies of violence ultimately precipitated Kerry's
departure from the VVAW by the end of 1971.37
Even though he volunteered for active duty, Kerry's propensity to challenge the
war was foreshadowed early on as he expressed ambivalence over the war's mission. In
a letter home to his wife (Judy) after learning of a close friend's death in Vietnam (Jack
Pershing), Kerry's feelings of alienation, bitterness, as well as his commitment to public
service are quite apparent:
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everything is so hollow and ridiculous….I feel so bitter and angry and everywhere
around me there is nothing but violence and war….if I do nothing else in my life I
will never stop trying to bring to people the conviction of how wasteful and
asinine is a human expenditure of this kind….my own effort must be entire and
thorough and that it must do what it can to help make this a better world to live
in.38
Such sentiments epitomized the notions of authenticity expressed by the New Left. As
Rossinow explains, "To the extent that they still felt they suffered from alienation, they
located the affliction's cause in the surrounding culture," moving forward during the
Vietnam War in a "joint search for an authentic and democratic society, the fused
quests for personal and social transformation."39
Following Operation RAW, Kerry and the VVAW continued the focus on U.S. war
atrocities, co‐sponsoring the Winter Soldier Investigation with the Citizens' Commission
of Inquiry on U.S. War Crimes in Vietnam (CCI). Exhibiting the logic of an individually‐
centered authenticity designed to enhance the morality of an errant nation, Hunt
suggests that "[t]he Winter Soldier Investigation would be but a beginning in rousing
America's conscience and healing its veterans."40 The name, Winter Soldiers,
represented an inversion of Thomas Paine's concept of the sunshine patriot or the
summer soldiers who shrank from duty. As Richard Stacewicz explains, the VVAW like
Paine sought to "protect their…independence and their democratic ideals" and expose
the "deep seated problems afflicting the republic." In the process, the investigations
functioned as a "therapeutic event for many veterans."41
The CCI launched the investigation into the U.S. war atrocities in Washington,
D.C. on December 1, 1970; the investigations continued in Detroit, Michigan from
January 31 through February 2, 1971. In Detroit, more than 100 veterans met in the
Howard Johnson's New Center Motor Lodge to testify to their own involvement with
war crimes as well as to provide eyewitness accounts of other such acts of illegal
violence.42 In total, investigations were held in 13 cities across the country, offering
more opportunities for veterans to recount their eyewitness testimonies. VVAW
member, Joe Urgo, explained the mission of the investigation, focusing on larger
national rather than individual motives: "we had to prove that what was done in
Vietnam—in terms of the torture, murder, massacres, rape—was not individual
decisions by individual GIs but in fact policy that had been worked out by the centers of
the United States government, through its think tanks, war colleges, Pentagon…."43
Kerry helped organize the investigations and took part in interviewing veterans—the
results of which were integrated into his 1971 testimony before the U.S. Senate's
Committee on Foreign Relations.
The Winter Soldier Investigations were inspired, in part, by the controversy
surrounding My Lai (also known as Son My) and the court marshaling and subsequent
conviction of Army lst Lt. William L. Calley, Jr. for such war crimes. Although not made
public until the fall of 1969 by journalist Seymour Hersh,44 the events at the village in
Vietnam took place on March 16, 1968, where a routine "search and destroy mission"
by the Charlie Company led to the killing of anywhere between 200‐500 Vietnamese
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civilians with limited evidence that the village residents were engaged in significant
combat against U.S. troops.45 Of the My Lai "massacre," Michal R. Belknap contends:
"Houses were blown apart by grenades. Cows, water buffalo, pigs, chickens, and ducks
were slaughtered. So were hundreds of human beings." Villagers were reportedly
gunned down as they sought cover or hovered for safety in groups, and women were
reportedly sexually assaulted.46 A subsequent investigation by General William Peers
and the Peers Commission also evidenced a large‐scale cover‐up of the events in My
Lai.47 Even though 30 individuals were investigated for their complicity and involvement
in the acts of illegal violence, in the end, many were not charged. Charges against 12
were dismissed before a trial commenced and three others were brought to trial and
acquitted. Ultimately, Lt. Calley was charged with the murder of "'not less than'" 109
Vietnamese for his command of the troops in My Lai and was ultimately the only one
convicted of murdering 22 Vietnamese.48 Calley was initially sentenced to life in prison
on March 31, 1971; his sentence was subsequently reduced from 20 to 10 years in April
of 1974. In November of that year, Calley was released on parole.49 For the VVAW, the
Winter Soldier Investigations were designed not to excuse his alleged acts but to show
solidarity with Calley and to also hold politically and legally accountable the country's
military and political leaders, particularly the Nixon administration.
In order to build on the successes of the Winter Soldier Investigations, the VVAW
immediately planned their next event—Dewey Canyon III50—which involved a five‐day
protest in Washington, D.C. by Vietnam veterans. The events included among other
activities the VVAW's lobbying of Congress (including Kerry's April 22, 1971 speech),
marches, an encampment on the national mall, guerilla theater performances, and the
symbolic return of war medals. Dewey Canyon III not only "triggered a nationwide
organizing drive," but it attracted the full scale attention of the Nixon administration.51
The Nixon Administration's Preparations for Anti‐War Veterans
While the Winter Soldier investigations did raise some public awareness of
wartime atrocities, they attracted even more scrutiny from the Nixon administration.
Prior to the rise of the VVAW, both the Johnson and Nixon administrations portrayed
war protesters as unpatriotic rich kids from college campuses who were merely acting
out against authority and lacking in genuine conviction.52 Yet the status of Vietnam
veterans as war protesters significantly disrupted such pejorative images of the anti‐war
movement. The Nixon administration's internal polling on the My Lai case also revealed
a sense of outrage over the U.S. government's treatment of Lt. Calley, who many
believed was a "scapegoat" for questionable military practices.53 Even veteran
organizations that were typically supportive of the Nixon administration were outraged.
Colson, who led the administration's efforts against the VVAW, reported to H. R.
Haldeman, Assistant to the President, that the "Veteran Heads report that the feeling in
the South is near revolt," especially among "so many rank and file" veterans, which
convinced Colson that they "should stop fighting" with the veterans on the matter
"immediately."54 All of these factors helped propel the administration to institute a
surveillance program targeting the VVAW and to develop strategies that either
undermined the authenticity of the group's image or countered their political positions,
hoping, in Stacewicz words, to "topple the organization."55
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To begin with, the VVAW came under surveillance by the Nixon administration as
the FBI infiltrated the group. In the early days of the Vietnam War, the FBI and the CIA
engaged in domestic surveillance of anti‐war groups under the code name CHAOS,
violating the restriction on the CIA's authority to international affairs only. The FBI
allegedly kept files on the VVAW and used its Counter Intelligence Program
(COINTELPRO) to track anti‐war activities and to infiltrate organizations, particularly
those groups suspected of ties to the Community Party. The U.S. government reportedly
used paid informants and undercover plants to infiltrate the VVAW and to encourage
more violent acts by its members. The U.S. government also was accused of wiretapping
the VVAW's telephones and trying to revoke its tax‐exempt status.56 VVAW leaders were
well aware of these infiltrations and provocations. As Jan Barry relayed: "We knew we
were going to be infiltrated." Michael McCain also explains, "It didn't take long to figure
out. They kept asking us, 'Where's the guns? Where's the grenades?' …. We said, 'What
the f—‐ are you talking about?'"57 Through the Attorney General's office, the Nixon
administration kept daily tabs on Dewey Canyon III.58
In response to the threat that the administration felt the VVAW posed,
numerous counter measures were considered and developed to lessen the impact of
the April 1971 protests.59 Although this plan was rejected, the Nixon administration
worked to undercut the protests by announcing a troop withdrawal in April, 1971, to
coincide with the protests and in anticipation of the 1972 presidential campaign.60 As
the week of the protests neared, the Nixon administration also worked to pressure
Republicans in Congress to withhold any support for the anti‐war veterans. Colson, for
example, wrote of a conversation with Senator Edward Brooke, III (R‐MA) in which he
urged Republican members of Congress to "hold off for 30 days from any further
criticism of the war" and to "quiet some of the 'dovish' colleagues."61
Many within the Nixon administration and other Republicans expressed scorn for
the veteran protesters. More tepidly, a staffer of Patrick J. Buchanan (Special Assistant
to the President) talked of Nixon portraying the protesters publicly as "strident critics"
who "lost the sense of perspective and proportion," inviting "pity" more than
"indignation."62 More stridently, the Republican National Committee wrote of the
"depth and insidiousness of the enemy plot" in a memo to Colson, suggesting that
President Nixon offer to meet with the "bleeding hearts"—the veteran protesters.63
Challenging the authenticity of the veteran protesters, Colson also expressed to
Haldeman the need to portray the VVAW as a "front for a lot of Peacenik kids."64 The
Nixon administration believed, Hunt alleges, "that the most effective method of
discrediting the organization was to raise questions about the credibility of its
members."65 John Kerry—the leader who took center stage during the events of April
18‐April 23, 1971—was a primary target of the administration's attempts to
inauthenticate the VVAW.
Veterans as Eyewitnesses to History
Vietnam veteran protesters began arriving in Washington, D.C. on Sunday, the
18th of April, amidst controversy and opposition from the outset. By Monday, some
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1,200 veterans were pitching tents in Potomac Park with the intent of staging a
"simulated campsite on the mall." The Interior Department, however, turned down the
camping request, allowing activities to take place on the mall yet barring overnight
sleeping in Potomac Park. The U.S. Supreme Court became involved because of First
Amendment questions and ruled in favor of the Interior Department's policies. The
veterans defied the orders and D.C. police ultimately kept watch but seemingly ignored
the violations of the camping ban.66 President Nixon then issued an order not to arrest
the protesters, which represented a huge victory in the minds of the VVAW members.
Controversy erupted on the first day anyway, though, when 1,100 veterans marched
across the Lincoln Memorial Bridge to the Arlington National Cemetery. The veterans
were blocked from entering the cemetery on the grounds that officials did not want the
hallowed space to be used as a protest site. Later in the week, though, the ban was
lifted and veterans were allowed to enter the cemetery in mass.67
The veterans continued with protests and guerilla theater performances
throughout the area, including a protest in which toy rifles were smashed on the steps
of the Capitol. Although VVAW members met with congressional leaders, some
meetings were disrupted by VVAW representatives yelling at members of Congress.
Some members of Congress left town to avoid further confrontation. A few Senators,
including Ted Kennedy (D‐MA) and Jacob Javits (R‐NY), a liberal Republican and member
of the U.S. Senate Committee on Foreign Relations, visited the campgrounds and talked
directly with protesting veterans. Some of the veterans were eventually arrested,
including 108 who were taken into custody at the U.S. Supreme Court for acting out
prisoner of war scenarios. The events came to a close on Friday with the somber return
of the veterans' war medals at the steps of the Capitol—an event that raised questions
about Kerry's authenticity because he returned his ribbons but not the medals
themselves. Of the symbolic event, Nicosia notes that it constituted "the personal
catharsis many of them needed to regain their own sanity."68 Before leaving the nation's
capital, the veterans also planted a tree at the encampment site, representing a "symbol
of rebirth….[t]he soldiers had become peacemakers."69
Although John F. Kerry’s Thursday, April 22, 1971, appearance before the U.S.
Senate Committee on Foreign Relations was not confirmed until the final hours, some
150 veterans accompanied him to the Capitol. J. William Fulbright (D‐AR), chair of the
committee, expressed sympathy for the anti‐war protesters and elevated their status as
authorities on the war: "I personally don't know of any group which would have both a
greater justification" for voicing "views about the war," and "also a more accurate view
of the effect of the war."70 Kerry and the veterans who accompanied him wore their
army fatigues, which symbolized combat—and Kerry brandished his medals to
committee members and the television cameras. Of Kerry's appearance before the
committee, Hunt writes that his "persuasiveness and eloquence put a human face on
the week's events."71 For many, Kerry's speech represented the highlight of the week's
activities.72
Kerry's address revealed the integral connection between the veterans' private
search for redemption and the need to become involved politically in changing U.S.
foreign policy. The veterans' eyewitness accounts of atrocities and their first‐hand
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knowledge of the war's effect on the Vietnamese worked to justify their outspoken
opposition to the war. Reflecting the ideological views of the New Left, Kerry's protest
reveals the fusion of the personal and the civic in the authenticity of the individual. The
acts of individualized and collective protest are privileged in the authenticity quest,
representing the key ingredient in seeking personal vindication as the necessary pre‐
requisite for national redemption. Once Kerry accentuated the authenticity of the
veterans as eyewitnesses to history, he turned a critical eye toward the immorality of
the war and prevalence of war crimes. He also challenged the authenticity of the images
promulgated by the nation's leaders and pointed out the violation of American
principles in the Vietnam War.
Before beginning his formal remarks to the U.S. Senate Committee on Foreign
Relations, Kerry aligned himself with his veteran peers. In demonstrating the
camaraderie of wartime, Kerry prefaced: "… my sitting here is really symbolic. I am not
here as John Kerry. I am here as one member of the group of 1,000, which is a small
representation of a very much larger group of veterans in this country." He reduced
himself, thus, to the status of messenger in "representing all those veterans."73
After establishing his credentials as the VVAW's voice, Kerry immediately turned
to the Winter Soldier Investigations. Recalling that eyewitness testimony, Kerry did not
portray the veterans as heroes for their military service but instead boldly testified to
the war crimes they reportedly committed. In one of the most memorable lines from
the speech, Kerry recalled the testimony in Detroit:
They told the stories at times they had personally raped, cut off ears, cut off
heads, taped wires from portable telephones to human genitals and turned up
the power, cut off limbs, blown up bodies, randomly shot at civilians, razed
villages in fashion reminiscent of Genghis Khan, shot cattle and dogs for fun,
poisoned food stocks, and generally ravaged the countryside of South Vietnam in
addition to the normal ravage of war. (3)
As Kerry relayed the eyewitness accounts from the Winter Soldier Investigation, the
catharsis and pain were clearly evident: "It's impossible to describe to you exactly what
did happen in Detroit, the emotions in the room, the feelings of the men who were
reliving their experiences in Vietnam, but they did" (2). As Taylor explains, authenticity is
in part linked to assuming responsibility for one's actions,74 which aides in the identity
recovery process—the process of overcoming feelings of inauthenticity and one's
perception of alienation and detachment from reality.75
The public responsibility to speak out against the war, Kerry suggested, was also
predicated on a sense of selflessness exhibited by the valiant veterans and other anti‐
war protesters. Their heroism derived not from their military service but from their acts
of protest. He asserted: "We could come back to this country; and we could be quiet; we
could hold our silence.” Yet the crimes that they had committed, Kerry continued,
necessitated that they "speak out" (5). Finding their voices in order to confront the
immorality of the war seemingly represented the path to authenticity after participating
in a corrupt war. Kerry also valorized the student protesters because they were standing
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up to the U. S. government as a means to end the war. Kerry angrily responded to Vice
President Spiro T. Agnew's reference to the student protesters as "'misfits'" and the U.S.
soldiers as "'our best men'" (8), arguing: "we cannot consider ourselves America's best
men when we were ashamed of and hated what we were called to do in Southeast
Asia." Valorizing the protesters, Kerry elaborated that "those he calls misfits were
standing up for us in a way that nobody else in this country dared to" (9). Such
reasoning reflected the ideological commitments of the New Left's conception of
participatory democracy as an avenue toward personal authenticity and national
redemption, which involved voicing truths in the face of significant opposition.
The veterans' heroism, thus, derived from their protests even though their
military service legitimated their credibility to challenge the nation's war policies. And
although they admitted to crimes of war, the ultimate responsibility for their actions,
Kerry suggested, rested with the political officials who sent them to war. Detailing the
atrocities of war, Kerry asserted that the crimes were committed "with the full
awareness of officers at all levels of command" (1). Shifting the responsibility for such
actions, Kerry depicted the veterans as victims who "relived the absolute horror" of
Vietnam during the Winter Soldier Investigation, recalling actions that "this country, in a
sense, made them do" (2).
Throughout much of the speech, Kerry continued to shift the burden of
responsibility for the immorality of the war to U.S. political and military leaders. Kerry
sought to undermine the image façade of the military and political leaders who
championed the war as a benevolent act to liberate those oppressed by communism.
The depth of the nation's immorality is first expressed through a "monster" metaphor
where no particular leader is blamed. Kerry proclaimed: "The country...[has] created a
monster, a monster in the form of millions of men who have been taught to deal and to
trade in violence" (6). Yet, Kerry ultimately located responsibility for the war with the
Nixon and Johnson administrations. In one passage, Kerry charged that "Someone has to
die so that President Nixon won't be, and these are his words, 'the first President to lose
a war'" (21). Toward the end of the speech, Kerry accused cabinet officials of
abandoning the war effort even though U.S. soldiers were continuing to "die for a
mistake" in Vietnam (22). Accentuating a sense of the leaders' inauthenticity, Kerry
asked: "where are McNamara, Rostow, Bundy, Gilpatric and so many others. Where are
they now that we, the men whom they sent off to war, have returned? These are
commanders who have deserted their troops" (38). Extending the critique, Kerry
exposed what he suggested was the real "truth" of the administrations' actions in
Vietnam, which included falsifying "body counts" (17), "destroying villages in order to
save them" (15), "disown[ing]" veterans and their "sacrifices" (40), allowing racism to
run "rampant in the military" (36), and "Vietnamizing the Vietnamese" (18). For Kerry,
such administrative actions epitomized the ultimate in "hypocrisy" (10), violating
national myths and revealing the inauthenticity of the nation's political leaders.76 The
veterans, it seems, positioned themselves as the ones who could help salvage the
idealism of the nation, given their first‐hand testimonies of the war's corruptness and
immorality.
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Kerry extended the morality focus by suggesting that the war was antithetical to
U.S. democratic principles because the Vietnamese people did not want an American
presence in their country. Accentuating the veterans' eyewitness experiences once
again, Kerry argued: "we found that the Vietnamese whom we had enthusiastically
molded after our own image were hard put to take up the fight against the threat we
were supposedly saving them from (12)….They wanted everything to do with the war,
particularly with this foreign presence of the United States of America, to leave them
alone in peace" (13). Such conditions furthered the animosity toward U.S. troops, Kerry
alleged, resulting in "American men…dying in those rice paddies for want of support
from their allies" (14). While the South Vietnamese government invited U.S.
intervention, Kerry implied that liberal democratic theory was violated by U.S. actions in
Vietnam, charging that allied leaders constituted a "corrupt dictatorial regime" (14)
unresponsive to the will of the people.77
For Kerry and the VVAW, their mission in part was to confront the immorality of
the war, but also to then encourage congressional leaders to right the moral wrongs,
end the war immediately, and regain a sense of national idealism. Kerry spoke of the
"very sickening situation in this country" that erupted from a lack of "moral indignation"
over the number of people dying in Vietnam (29). While Kerry called on Congress "for
some action," (34), he also exhibited a commitment to liberal precepts by constituting
the American people as the agents of control. Calling on Congress to "be responsive to
the will of the people," Kerry suggested that most Americans believed "we should be
out of Vietnam now" (35). Yet the American people were not blameless either, Kerry
charged: "Americans seem to have accepted the idea that the war is winding down, at
least for Americans" (31) even though "the helicopter crews fill the same body bags and
they wreak the same kind of damage on the Vietnamese and Laotian countryside" (33).
All Americans, Kerry implied, were complicit in this moral lapse, necessitating that they
follow the lead of the anti‐war veterans and demand an immediate end to the war.
The VVAW's foreign policy commitments, thus, reflected the tenets of
"humanitarianists," who Jon Western characterizes as "staunch believers that American
foreign policy should be guided chiefly by the promotion of the right to self‐
determination, individual liberties, and human rights."78 Given their belief that U.S.
actions in Vietnam violated such humanitarian commitments, the veterans, as moral
agents, worked to transform such remorse and guilt79 into positive self‐renewal and
national regeneration through acts of protest. In his conclusion, Kerry expressed such
moral regenerative efforts when referring to the VVAW's "determination to undertake
one last mission" (41):
[to] search out and destroy the last vestige of this barbaric war, to pacify our
own hearts, to conquer the hate and the fear that have driven this country these
last 10 years…so when, in 30 years from now, our brothers go down the street
without a leg, without an arm, or a face, and small boys ask why, we will be able
to say 'Vietnam' and not mean a desert, not a filthy obscene memory but mean
instead the place where America finally turned and where soldiers like us helped
in the turning. (41)
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The Inauthentic Veterans
Kerry received considerable praise for his speech from members of the U.S.
Senate Committee on Foreign Relations. Senator Claiborne Pell (D‐RI) exhibited great
foresight when told his colleagues: "I have a very high personal regard for him [John
Kerry] and hope before his life ends he will be a colleague of ours in this body."
Concerning VVAW's positions on the war, Pell noted: "This war was really just as wrong,
immoral, and unrelated to our national interests 5 years ago as it is today, and I must
say I agree with you." Senator Javits also reinforced the importance of the veteran's
eyewitness accounts, concluding: "Your testimony about what you know and what you
see, how you feel and how your colleagues feel, is entitled to the highest standing and
priority," particularly in relation to the "impact … on the conscience of a country."
Speaking about Kerry in particular, Senator Fulbright proclaimed: "You certainly [have]
done a remarkable job….I can't imagine their [VVAW] having selected a better
representative or spokesman."80
Years later, Kerry's speech continued to receive considerable acclaim. Adam
Walinsky, former speech writer for Robert and Ted Kennedy, recalled: "'The moment he
finished talking, there wasn't the slightest doubt about it. It was a real star turn….
[Kerry] grab[ed] the attention of virtually the entire country.'"81 Todd S. Purdum of the
New York Times also suggests that Kerry "electrified" the Senate with "his passionate
testimony against the war,"82 launching Kerry's public career.
Yet others were not so positive. Some in the news media challenged the
authenticity of Kerry's image as a protest leader more than they engaged his arguments
against the war. The Detroit News, for example, compared Kerry to Melville L. Stephens,
a returning vet who also testified before the U.S. Senate Committee on Foreign
Relations with considerably less fanfare. The Detroit News noted that not only was Kerry
"wealthy," he "slept in a clean bed at one of Georgetown's most fashionable addresses"
during Dewey Canyon III. Stephens, meanwhile, the article elaborated, valiantly "spent
every night on the damp ground of the Mall, risking arrest." Grappling with questions of
authenticity, the article's author, J. F. terHorst, also charged that Adam Walinsky, the
Kennedy speech writer, admitted "he had helped Kerry put together his eloquent
presentation," while Stephens "wrote his own statement" for the Senate committee.83
Newsday also accentuated Kerry's wealth as well as his political motivations, as if to
suggest both functioned as markers of inauthenticity: "Kerry comes from a rich,
privileged background, has excellent social and political connections and is frankly
ambitious."84 The Boston Evening Globe charged that Kerry intentionally modeled his
political career, including his naval service, after John F. Kennedy; the two even shared
the same initials. Paraphrasing one of Kerry's classmates, the reporter wrote: "Kerry
even as far back as his pre‐college days was recognized by his classmates as modeling
himself on JFK, and harboring unconcealed ambitions to become President."85
Of course, raising doubts about the image authenticity of the anti‐war protesters
was a key strategy for the Nixon administration. As part of this counter‐strategy, the
Nixon administration created a media team to target news outlets with competing
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portraits of Kerry and the VVAW. There was ample evidence that Colson worked directly
with journalists. He knew about the impending publication of terHorst's article, which
negatively compared Kerry to Stephens, noting that "the terHorst piece" was being
"done about Kerry this weekend."86 Demonstrating the further collusion between the
White House and Stephens, the latter is identified as a "White House Staff" member in a
memo from the President's Office Files that summarizes a meeting which took place
with Nixon, Henry Kissinger, Stephens, and John O'Neill, another Vietnam veteran
supportive of President Nixon's foreign policies.87 In a separate memo, Colson talked
about the White House's involvement in setting up an interview between O'Neill and
terHorst in June of 1971. Colson indicated that "we want to build him [O'Neill] up" given
that he "is a very charismatic guy."88 The mission, Colson, determined, was "to move
through as many sources [journalists] as possible" because he believed the
administration had "Kerry on the run, he is beginning to take a tremendous beating in
the press, but let's not let him up, let's destroy this young demagogue before he
becomes another Ralph Nader."89 As Colson disclosed in a memo from May 14, 1971,
"the more effectively we discredit him [Kerry] the better."90
Even more so than Stephens, John O'Neill played a major role in the Nixon
administration's plan to counter Kerry's image as a heroic veteran. O'Neill headed a pro‐
Vietnam veterans group—Vietnam Veterans for a Just Peace. O'Neill's involvement with
the administration was apparent from a summary of the same meeting between
President Nixon and O'Neill where Colson wrote to Haldeman: "O'Neill went out
charging like a tiger, has agreed that he will appear anytime, anywhere that we program
him and was last seen walking up West Executive Avenue mumbling to himself that he
had just been with the most magnificent man he had ever met in his life."91 In public
appearances, O'Neill often championed Nixon's Vietnamization plan, yet his connections
with the White House were not always transparent, especially at first. On June 30, 1971,
O'Neill championed administration policies in a debate with Kerry on the Dick Cavett
Show. By the time of the 1972 presidential campaign, however, O'Neill's alliance with
the Nixon administration had become clearer; he became a public face of the group
called Concerned Veterans for Nixon, which actively campaigned against Nixon's
Democratic rival, George McGovern.92 More recently, O'Neill re‐emerged as a member
of the Swift Boat Veterans for Truth, which challenged Kerry's war record during the
2004 presidential campaign. In a book that O'Neill co‐authored in 2004, Unfit for
Command, O'Neill challenged the authenticity of Kerry's image directly, charging that
"the real John Kerry of Vietnam was a man who filed false operating reports, who faked
Purple Hearts, and who took a fast pass through the combat zones."93
The Nixon administration also raised questions about the image authenticity of
VVAW members. In a story published by the UPI on April 21, 1971, the author cited an
anonymous White House official who charged that "fewer than 30 per cent of protesters
were veterans and not all of them had served in Vietnam." In response, the UPI
approached veterans during Dewey Canyon III and asked to see their paperwork. While
some were prepared for the request and displayed their discharge papers, others were
not able to offer such evidence, resulting in VVAW leaders stepping in to offer papers of
their own to cover for those who did not have them. The VVAW reported that 95
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percent of those camping were veterans but they could only say with certainty that a
"'large majority'" were Vietnam veterans. In response to the story, Colson told
Haldeman of their effort to "expose the non‐veterans demonstration." Colson wanted
to ensure that the President knew that they were "continuing the effort." Addressing
such efforts, DeVan L. Shumway of the Republican National Committee boasted: "I await
the medal which you said the President would pin on my chest personally" for
convincing the news media to question the veterans' authenticity.94
To further denigrate the VVAW, the Nixon administration worked with other
veteran organizations to cultivate widespread support for the war. As early as February
of 1971, the White House created a preliminary blueprint for counter strategies in the
aftermath of the Winter Soldier Investigation, entitled "Mobilization of Vietnam
Veterans." The goal was to obtain "highly visible support for the President's Indochina
policy from Vietnam Veterans." Specifically, administration officials planned to work
with the Veterans of Foreign Wars (VFW) and the American Legion to show support for
the war among returning veterans.95 Furthering the media team's work to showcase
pro‐war sentiment, Colson indicated that syndicated columnist Nick Thimmesch "will be
doing some pieces about Kerry running away from the debate" with Tony MacDonald of
the VFW, who Colson called "superb" and someone "We are going to get…on some of
the talk shows."96 In the aftermath of Dewey Canyon III, other veterans groups
organized counter protests in support of Nixon's Vietnamization policies: Vietnam
Veterans for a Just Peace. In addition, the president of the Fleet Reserve Association
(RFA), Robert L. Bastian, noted in a recruitment letter to veterans that while 1,000
veterans protested the war in April of 1971, "Two and a half million other Veterans did
not" and they were "damn mad at being called War Criminals by that thousand."97
The theme of patriotism was prominent in the anti‐VVAW discourse, upholding
the image of an "authentic nation" where veterans endorsed the ends of U.S.
nationalism. Members of the VVAW, of course, represented the inauthentic and thus
unpatriotic veterans. In a confidential memo in Colson's papers, "Plan to Counteract Viet
Nam Veterans Against the War," the unidentified author indicated that the Veterans'
groups recruited by the administration would "issue statements disavowing the VVAW
as not being representative of veterans and stating that they are offended by their
actions and allegations."98 Exhibiting a rhetoric of patriotism more explicitly, Bastian of
the RFA talked of giving "the South Vietnamese the opportunity to be free of outside or
Communist domination.—DON'T WASTE OUR BLOOD." The salutation of his letter read,
"I remain in Loyalty, Protection, and Service."99 Bruce N. Kessler, a member of the
Vietnam Veterans for a Just Peace, wrote in a New York Times column that "We are
proud of our nation and its exertions in defense of freedom in the world."100 Branding
the VVAW "un‐American" represented a key strategy of the Nixon administration.
During a taped telephone conversation between Larry Higby (Haldeman's administrative
assistant) and Tom Benham (Opinion Research Corporation), Benham noted: "You know
the public doesn't like the demonstrations and somehow they can be made to symbolize
the sort of UnAmerican—Unpatriotic approach to this damn thing." Higby then reported
to Colson that Haldeman "strongly agrees" with Benham and called for Colson's
"planning group to formulate some activity, posture or ideas of what we can be doing to
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turn the upcoming demonstrations into an opportunity."101 The reach of the strategy to
undermine the veterans' patriotism extended into the 1972 presidential election,
becoming part of the motive for the break‐in at the Democratic Party headquarters in
the Watergate building. Among other things, the Committee to Re‐Elect the President
(CREEP) hoped to link George McGovern and the Democratic National Committee with
the VVAW and what it believed were un‐American activities.102 For the New Left, acts of
protest represented efforts to re‐authenticate the individual and the nation. For the
Nixon administration, the "silent majority" represented the authentic voice of the
American people, while the vocal veteran protesters were portrayed as "trying to
compensate for some guilt feeling or psychological defect by participation in this
organization."103
The Legacy of Vietnam Veteran Protests and John Kerry's 1971 Speech
The legacy of the debate surrounding the VVAW, John Kerry and the Nixon
administration's response was most visible in the presidential campaign of 2004. To
differing degrees, the debate over John Kerry and his Vietnam War service and protest
reveals the confluences of the three notions of political authenticity apparent in the
1971 debate—authenticity of the individual, authenticity of the nation, and the
authenticity of the image. Just as in 1971, Kerry's individualized war experience
enhanced his credibility as a presidential candidate in 2004, given his eyewitness
accounts to history and his acts of military service and bravery. Yet, in the end,
opponents challenged the authenticity of his war hero image by raising doubt about his
war service and suggesting that his allegations of war crimes revealed a lack of loyalty to
the very nation he aspired to lead.
Early in the 2004 campaign, Kerry tried to gain credibility by championing his war
experiences and his protest actions in what many believed was a mistaken war,
featuring the testimony of Vietnam veterans as witnesses to his character and heroism.
His campaign noted in a February 21, 2004, story in the Washington Post that Kerry
"served his country twice" by fighting in the war, then protesting it back home.104
Enhancing the image of valor, Kerry campaigned with his "Band of Brothers"—former
Vietnam veterans who provided eyewitness accounts of Kerry's bravery. One of those
"brothers," Del Sandusky, served with Kerry on the swift boats. He testified: "'We know
John Kerry the warrior. We know the spirit inside of him, the compassion, the loyalty
and the honor.'"105 Such endorsements may well have helped Kerry secure the
Democratic nomination for the presidency, suggesting the power of experience and the
"ideology of eyewitness authenticity."106
Yet Kerry's service in the war, combined with his anti‐war opposition to fuel
allegations of his inconsistency, which in the world of image‐making politics resulted in a
perception that he was an inauthentic "flip‐flopper" on matters of U.S. foreign policy. As
key players in the politics of authenticity, journalists often debated Kerry's authenticity
in 2004. David Brooks, a syndicated columnist for the New York Times, suggests that in
the 1960s, "'Authenticity' was such a big concept," making it unsurprising that the 2004
Democratic Convention "dwelt obsessively on the period in his life when Kerry was
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authentic, so it could evade the last 20 years of [his] rising inauthenticity."107
Recognizing the importance of authenticity to image‐politics, Kerry tried to portray
himself as the authentic candidate in response to questions about his candid Rolling
Stone interview and his kite surfing activities during the campaign. Responding to
queries from separate reporters on different days, Kerry offered the following pledge:
"'I'm going to be who I am. I think people care about authenticity.'"108 Despite Kerry's
pronouncements, the impression stuck that he represented a "perpetual equivocator,
who voted for the resolution authorizing the war with Iraq but against the money to pay
for rebuilding,"109 just as he volunteered for service in Vietnam only to protest the war
upon his return.
While perceptions of Kerry's inauthentic political image rested in part on
perceptions of his policy equivocations, his military service itself was questioned by
political opponents who disputed his military heroism and called his allegations of war
atrocities traitorous. Offering a different view than the Band of Brothers, Vietnam
veterans aligned with the Swift Boat Veterans for Truth maligned Kerry's political image
as a war hero, raising questions about "the authenticity of his status as a highly
decorated 'Nam veteran."110 Others explicitly raised doubts about Kerry's loyalty. Larry
Thurlow, another swift boat commander, called Kerry a "'liar and a phony'" who he
considered a "'traitor'" because of the impact that Kerry's 1971 speech "'had on people
still on the field in Vietnam.'"111 Some American prisoners of war claimed that Kerry's
1971 speech "prolonged the war and made worse the abuses they suffered at the hands
of the North Vietnamese." Summarizing the words of "several Vietnam veterans," one
reporter expressed that "Kerry's [1971] statement was a 'blood libel.'"112 Even some of
the Vietnam veterans who supported Kerry in 2004 noted that they had felt "'betrayed'"
by his 1971 testimony.113 While the depths of the George W. Bush campaign's
involvement in challenging Kerry's patriotism is not clear, the New York Times reports
that Kerry's "postwar activism…is as much a political vulnerability as an advantage, and
the Bush campaign and its allies have repeatedly tried to make an issue of it in this
election." Bush campaign staffer, Karen Hughes, raised doubts about Kerry's anti‐war
protests in ways reminiscent of the Nixon blueprint: "'I remember watching Senator
Kerry, back when he was against the war…and I was very troubled by the kind of
allegations that he hurled against his fellow veterans, saying that they were guilty of all
kinds of atrocities.'"114
On the one hand, Kerry benefited from the authenticity debates over his own
individualized military heroism. His war service credentialed him as the next
commander‐in‐chief in a wartime election. On the other hand, the legacy of the
inauthenticity charges dogged him throughout the general election. Most visibly, this
study demonstrates that political authenticity in the service of U.S. nationalism
commands a loyalty to the nation above all else. Acts of individual and collective
protest, even those motivated to save American lives and expose what were viewed as
eyewitness accounts of atrocity, suggest a sense of betrayal that a presidential
candidate at the turn of the twenty‐first century can ill‐afford to project. This may help
to explain the cautiousness of so many in Congress in discussing the U.S. wars in
Afghanistan and Iraq. Kerry himself even seemed to acknowledge the error of his ways
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when he confessed to a reporter in 2004 that his language in 1971 "reflected a young
man angry with the government and may have been over the top."115 At least in
presidential elections during war‐time, allegiance to the nation may be the ultimate test
of political authenticity. Even the loyalty of those who served the country admirably is
challenged when they raise questions about the morality or wisdom of the nation's
decision to go to war.
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